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Verse 1: 
F#                C#            G#       A#
Sad and hopeless, you re always dreaming of a better day.
F#               C#        G#         A#
You never wanted to be the person you are, you re not okay.
F#                   C#           G#   A#
But let me tell you, perfection is not what we expect from you.
        F#   C#         G#        A#   C#
We only want to see you smile again...

Chorus:
        F#       C#   G#      A#
So just turn the page to live again the life you ve lost.
F#            C#  G#    A#
Turn the page to forget and erase the past.
F#                 C#   G#   A#
Just turn the page to laugh again all night with us.
         F#                        A#
Turn the page and just never look back.

Verse 2:
F#            C#   G#       A#
I know life can be hard sometimes, but you re strong.
F#                C#       G#               A#
Maybe it s harder for you, but what will we do if you re gone?
F#                   C#         G#     A#
And let me tell you, life never wanted you to be the best,
F#                    C#  G#       A#
She only wants to see you live again...

Chorus:
        F#       C#   G#      A#
So just turn the page to live again the life you ve lost.
F#            C#  G#    A#
Turn the page to forget and erase the past.
F#                 C#   G#   A#
Just turn the page to laugh again all night with us.



         F#                  G#                       A#
Turn the page, yeah turn the page and don t ever look back.

Bridge:
A# - A# - A#
You always thought you were something that we didn t care about, but this is a
lie!
A# - A# - A# 
So don t think you re nothing, cause for us you re something, 
    F#                      G#           A#
Something called a friend we don t wanna lose!
F#     G#            A#
Forget and erase the past,
              F#  G#          A# 
It s time for you to turn the page!
      F#        G#         A#
Laugh again all night with us,
      F#             G#       F#
Think about the life you re missing!
         A#                   F#
We never wanted you to go, oh no...
               G#    
What if you re gone?
A#                           
(Turn the page)
A#
Life won t wait forever for you,
A#
Life won t wait forever for you!

        F#       C#   G#      A#
So just turn the page to live again the life you ve lost.
F#            C#  G#    A#
Turn the page to forget and erase the past.
F#                 C#   G#   A#
Just turn the page to laugh again all night with us.
         F#                  G#                       A#
Turn the page, yeah turn the page and don t ever look back.


